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Prescriptions for ~ychianic drugs to children and adolesccnts havc skyrocketed in the 
past 10 years. TIli. article prcscnts evidence th,1( the superior effectiveness of stimulants 
and antidepressants is hugely a presumption ha5(:d on an empirical house of cards. driven 
by an industry that has no consc ience about the implications of its ever growing, and dis
wrbingly younger. list of consumers. Recognizing that most mental health profesSionals 
do not have the time, and .'!Ometirnes feel i1l'l~l uipped to explore the controversy regard. 
ing pharmacological treatment of children, this article discusses the four fatal flaws of 
drug swdies to enable a critical examination of research addressing the drugging of chil
dren. The four flaws are illustrawd by the Emslie studies of Prenac and children, which 
offer nOt only a stridenT example of marketing masquerading as science. but also, given 
rhe recent FDA ilpproval of Protac for ch ildren, a blll t<ll reminder (If the danger inherent 
in not knowing how \0 distinguish science from science fiction. The all thors argue thaI 
an ethica l path requires the challenge of the ,lutotmltic medical response to medicate 
children. with an accompanying demand for untainted science and balancoo information 
to inform criTical decisions by child caretakers. 

D
uring tht: 19905, prescriptions for psychiatric drugs to children and adolescen ts 
skyrocketed (Ol(son, Marcus, Weissman, & Jensen, 2002; Zito c( aL. 200). 
Evaluating the records of aimosl a mill ion Medicaid and HMO youths, one of the 

largest and most comprehensive studies to date concluded that child :imd adolescent psy
chotropiC utilization ratcs nearly tripled from pre-1990s levels (Zito et aI., 200). Total 
psychotropic prevalence for youths reached as high as 6.)%, rivaling adu lt ra tes. 
According to an IMS Health survey, between 1995 lind 1999, the use of antidepressants 
increased 151% in the 7-12 age group and 580% in the under-6-years-old population. 
Children under 18-years-old saw a nearly 300% increase in the use of antipsychotic med
icat ions such as Risperdal (Di ller. 2c(x). Drug Enforcement Administration records and 
national physician practice surveys indicate that approximately 4 million chi ldren took 
srimuhlllts in )998 (Diller). 

Even more alarm ing rates duster in certain groups. Zito and colleagues (ound that chil
dren in foster carl" were 16 times more likely lO receive a prescription than their non-foster 
care counterparts (2003). The BaSIOn Globe reported that 1 in 8 teens in the state's Medicaid 
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progmm was laking psychotropic medications. and in 9 aged 6 ( 0 12 years (8% and 
13%, respectively; Barry, 2003). Between 1991 and 1995, pediatricians and p:sychia [risr.~ 

wrote record numbers of stimulant, tricyclic antidepressant, clon idine hydrochloride, and 
SSRI prescriptions for preschoolers (Zito ct aI., 2000). Prc~cr iption rates for 
methylphenidate (Ritalin) for 2· through 4-year-olds grew by 169%. Zito and associates 
called such dramatic increases "remarka.ble in light of the limited knowledge base that 
underlies psychotropic medication usc in very young children" (2000, p. 1026). 

In most major surveys of child and adolescent psychotropic use, stimulants are ranked as 
most JX>puiar, and antidepressants are ranked second. The research also points to an increas
ingly commonplace trend, polyphamJacy, prescribing [wo or more medications simultane
ously. According to one study, the rate of co-prescription rose significantly from 4.7% to 
11.6% during 1987-1996 (Olfson, Marcus, Weissman, & Jensen, 2002). Chi ldren on stim
ulants for diagnoses of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are frequently pre
scribed clonidine, an antihypertensive for adult.s, [Q help with insomnia. These children 
often take an additional antidepressant a long with their amphetamine or methylphen idate. 
Woolston (1999) remarks: 

Unfortunately, the multiple ~comorbid" diagnose~ may reify the need for multiple med
ications: a different medication to treat each different "disorder." Almost weekly [ am 
asked to evaluate and treat chi ldren who allegedly have 5 or 6 Axis I disorders and who 
:nc receiving as many or moTt: different psychotropic medications to treat each disorder. 
(p. HSS) 

O ut of these diverse ~tudies, surveys, and anecdotal reports, a consistent picture 
emerges. Children and teenagers can hardly be said to live, play, and work in "drug-free 
zones." The use of drugs to fix their own, their parents', or their school's problems is ram
pant. IMS, the phannaceutical industry's own source of inform3tion, estimates that as 
many as 5 million children are taking some form of psychotropic medication (Diller, 
2000). Given indisputable trends, widespread marketing, and a growing acceptance of 
medical intervention, current prevalence is likely far greater. 

T he news of rising psychiatric pre.scription rotes to children has prompted concern 
among many. However, reassurance from the medical establishment, including its mas
sive presence in mainstream media, quells much of the public's uneasiness. Popular Web 
sites, while always advocating therapy interventions, give the mOSt detail for medication 
treatments. T he National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH, 2000) Web page reports 
that childhood "mental disease," contrary to earlier thi nking, can begin at very young 
ages; early diagnosis means a better prognosis. "We used to thi nk children could not be 
mentally ill," so the line goes, relegating nonmedicating preferences to the uninformed 
dark ages when children were left to ~uffer without the benefit of today's modem medi
cines. The logic and the emotional appeal are compell ing. Concerned parents should "see 
your [child's1 doctor." 

In such a cl imate, legitimate requesls for alternatives often meet with formidab le 
resistance. Reports have surfaced of parents facing accusations of neglect by state child 
protection agencies because of their refusal to medicate their child. Some mental health 
workers may fear that openly advocating fo r nonmedical interventions, especialty for 
what are considered severe or chronic conditions, makes them appear ill- informed, rod
ical, or even unethical. Under such cond itions, the road to informed consent and free 
choice by parents, children, and concemed clinicians becomes more and more perilous. 
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Umil recently, childhood psychiatric medications have largely been used "off-label," 
meaning without the necessary sciemific studies to produce FDA approval. Now, th is gap 
is cl05i ng, with more and more studies, fu nded almost exclusively by tht! medication man
ufacturers, finding their way into joum::t ls and granting scientific legit imacy to wbat 
a lready seemed juSt common sense. 

Scienti fi c backing opens the door ro more and stronger arguments in favor of child 
pharmacotherapy in both lay and professional press. A recent issue of The Family Therapy 
Maga:(':ine, the quarterly publication of the American Association of Marriage and Family 
Therapy, is a case in point. This issue devotes it.->elf TO exploring family therapists and 
medications, with a special art icle on pediatr ic psychopharmacology (Walkup, 2003). 
Wa lkup states that the accurate depiction of trends in prescribing pract ices fo r children 
fails to "put the increased use il1 perspective" (p. 35). He argues that many more children 
arc being prescribed medications because: 

I. Psychiatrk medk atioos work for children's problems. 
2. De-stigmatizing psychi~rrk disorders h:ls freed i:lmilies :md communities lO seek 

med ication intervention for trnubled children. 

J. Medications have become available during the nineties to serve [he needs of 
umreated children. 

Our conten tion is tbar both common sense ;md sCientific grounding for widespread 
psych iatric druggi ng of ch ildren is, at best, unconvincing. Let's take each point in turn. 
First, what evidence do we have for the efficacy of psychotropic medications for safely 
alleviating children's ps~'cho logica l distress? 

ANTIDEPRESSANTS AND KIDS, A SA D STORY 

What do we know about the efficacy of antidepressants, the second most widely prescribed 
psychotropic medication for ch ildren and adolescents! T he fa ilure or lr;cycl ics (T eAs) to 

effectively treat children is well documenred (see Fisher & Fisher, 1997). Ouring the 
1990s, there was great hope (or the newer antidepressants, the selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors (SSR1s). However, before 1997, SSRI efficacy studies fou nd little to be hopeful 
about. A comprehensive lO-year review revealed a dearth of evidence that e ither TeAs 
or SSRls were effec tive for children and adolescents (Binnahcr, Ryan, Williamson, Brem, 
& Kaufman, 1996). In spite of this, with ever staunch optimism, the reviewers concluded 
that "psychosocial and phannacologieal treatments (for child renl arc vital" (p. 1581). 

Prior to 1997 there was the interesting paradox that at the same time cl inicians were 
prescribing more and more prescriptions for SSRIs, researchers were unable to prove [hat 
antidepressants were efficacious for ch ildren . A ll of this changed with the publicat ion of 
two stud ies by Emslie and colleagues. The firST study (Emslie et al., 1997) was an 8-week, 
T'dndomized, placebo-controlled, double-bli nd trial comparing rhe efficacy of fl u()xetine 
hyd rochloride (Prozac) and placeoo. This study found: 

,. A significam difference in response between medication and placebo groups on one of 
five psrchomerrkal1y sound outcome measures. 

,. Self-relXm scores of p:m icip31 ing adolescents and their parents indic:lted no differences 
in outcome between the med ication and p13cebo groups. 

,. Two other clinician-rllted measures also showed no difference. 
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To help guide you though the quagmire of undcn;tanding the research jargon, we will 
use rhe Emslie study to illustrate the four fatal flaws (Duncan & Miller, 2000; Duncan e[ 

al., in press) of drug research. Seuing aside the paltry resul ts of just 1 in 5 measures show
ing superiority over placebo, the four fl aws suggest that this study does li ttle to justi fy the 
use of antidepressants fo r children. 

EMSLIE AND THE FOUR FLAWS 

Client Versus Clinician Ratings of Improvement 

In their provocative [our de force, From Placebo to Panacea (1997), Seymour Fisher and 
Roger Greenberg demonstrate rhat clinicians and clients d iffer substantially in their read
ing of how much improvement has actually occurred. For example, in 1992, Greenberg, 
Bomstein, Greenberg, and Fisher published an extensive meta-analysis of 22 amidepres
sant studies involving 2230 persons- and compared the effects of a placebo with both 
"old" (Elavil, for example) and "new" (Prozac) antidepressants. They found that [both old 
and new] antidepressants showed an advantage [300m 20%) over the placebo on clinician
rated measures, but none on client-rated measures. In short, when clients rate their own 
responses, they often experience no improvement on antidepressants beyond what can be 
atuibuted to hope and expectation. If clients don't feel better after taking medications, 
how meaningful is any improvement ocher ra ters think chey see! The Emslie study found 
no d ifference between the placebo and SSRI groups on the two client-ra ted measures. 

The skepticism researchers have for the perceptions of study participants, even if they 
are children and adolescents, reflects the mistrust of client views deeply ingrained in men
tal health discourse. Various explanations have been offered [Q discount cl ient voices-for 
example. clients are too impaired by their "illness" to accurately report their condition, or 
they cannot objectively assess improvement or lack of improvement in the wayan observ
ing expert can. 

Active Versus Inert Placebo 

But how objective are expert observers in drug trials? Greenberg and Fisher (1 997) 
demonstrate that rhe validi ty of contro lled studies, in which a placebo is compared {Q a 
drug, depends upon the participants who rate the outcomes not knowing who is getting 
the "rea l" drug and who is getting the placebo. They note that the use of inert sugar pills 
as the placebo in the vast majority of studies actually makes it possible for most partici
pants and clinicians to tell who is geuing the rea l dnlg. The level of side effects experi
enced tips them off: those taking the active medication arc more likely to experience the 
sf;lndard side effects--dry mouth, weight loss or gain, dizziness, headache, nausea, insom
nia, and so on- dear signals they arc taking a powerful drug, while those taking the sugar 
pill arc not. As a result, the udouble-blind" study is immediately "unblinded" for those rat
ing outcomes, a fact that seriously compromises any conclusions that can be drawn. This 
is the SL'Cond fatal flaw, the issue of an active versus inert placebo--whethcr or not the 
study was truly double blinded and included an active placebo that mimicked the side 
effects of the drug under scrutiny. The Emslie study used a sugar pill placebo and conse
quemly the double blind was likely compromised. 

So, because of inactive placebos, it is nOl a Stretch for researchers [Q accurately guess who 
is gening a real drug and who isn't. Along these same lines, many drug trial participants in 
placebo groups have previously been on drug regimens, even some just prior to emering the 
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trial, and arc therefore famil iar widl the effccts of active medications. One review of blind
ness in anridepressant trials notes that pmticipams are far from passive- they actively read 
subtle cues or artempt to discover their trcatmem scatus and do so with remarkable accura
cy (Evan, Siobud-Dorocam, & [}ardennes, 20Cl0). This same review notes that simply ask
ing participants to track side efft.'<:cs compromises Lhe blind from the outset. 

No active placebo was used in the 1997 Emslie study. The Emslie study researchers, 
undoubtedly aware of critiques by many of the douhle blind, attempted to salvage the 
integrity of the 1997 blind (Hughes et al., 2CX'lO). In their assessment. Emslie and fellow 
researchers determined that the blind "was clearly maintained" (p. 593). When both the 
Prozac and placebo groups were considered together, withollt regard to client response, 
there was no trend in the predict ion beyond what would he expected by chance. 
However, when clients' responses to treatment were considered, clinicians accurately pre
diCTed medication for responclers (27 our of 31) and placebo for nonresponders (26 out 
of 35). These represent approximate 87% and 74% rates of accuracy, respectively, far from 
chance predictions! It is more than interesting that the very efforts to bolstcr claims 
about the integrity of the blind ultimatcly prove that the blind was undermined. The so
called blind procedurcs in the Emslie slUdy were at best visually impaired, subject ro alle
giance effects and experimenter bias. 

Time of Measurement 

The 8 weeks of the Emslie study were obviously an inadequate length of time to draw any 
conclusions about differences in medication or placebo response. Fir:;r, antidepressants 
arc almost never prescribed for short periods of time. Second, and more importantly, tak
ing the last measure at 12 weeks provides an inadequare look at the differential efficacy 
because differences between groups tend to dissolve by 16 weeks (Fisher & Greenberg, 
1997). This major design flaw points to the conclusion that longer-term evaluation was 
avoided, as in nearl y all drug studies, because of fear that the effects would wash out. 

Compromises to the study's blind and the trial's short time length arc far from trivial 
limitations. The hKt that only one clinician-r'dted measure of five outcome scales showed 
a difference between acti\'e medication and placeoo is, at beSt, marginal evidence of med
ication superiority. Nevertheless, Emslie and co!ieagues concluded, "Fluoxerine treat
ment was superior to placebo in relieving depressi\'e symptoms" (1997, p. 103 I). 

The importance of the Emslie study as a justification for pre$Cribing SSRis to juveniles 
cannot be underestimated. Keep in mind, until 1997 and Emslie's publicaT ion, there was 
Virtually no evidence supporting the increasingly widespread pre$Cription of antidepres
sants fo r children and adolescents. T his study provided enough basis for antidepressant 
prescription to continue unabated (alheit off-label) for youths and represented the first of 
two needed to accomplish FDA approval of the rnedication Prowc for this group. 

Conflicts of Interest 

Emsl ie and colleagues completed the Prozac approval sweep in 2002 with the publication 
of a second placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial for fluoxetinc rreaTmem of child 
and adolescent depression (2002). The fim point of interest is on the first page of this 
article, which illusttlttes the fourth fatal flaw of drug studies, namely, who is funding the 
study and with whom arc the authors affiliated. 

In May 2000, the editor of the New England Journal of Medicine called attention to the 
problem of"ubiquitou~ and manifold ... financ ial associations" authors of drug trials had 
1O the companies whose drugs were heing studied (Angell, 2000, p. 15 16). Since thi5 
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time, there has been increasing pressure for medical journals to publicize funding sources 
and author ties to those sources to alert readers to potential conflicts of imerest. It is illus
trative to note that in the 1997 Emslie article, no author affiliations to drug companies 
were noted nor was the study's funding source identified. However, under the title of the 
2002 Emslie study, readers can note that Drs. Emslie and Wab>Tlcr were paid consultants 
for Eli Lilly and Company, who funded the research. The remaining six amhors were list
ed as employees of Eli Lilly and "may own stock in that company" (p. 1205). 

Beyond rhat-same study. differen t day. Eli Lilly and Company pronounced Prmac to 
be "well tOlerated and effective for aCllte treatment of major depressive disorder (MOD) in 
child and adolescent outpatients" adding that "Fluoxetine is [he only antidepressant [hac 
has demonstrated efficacy in two placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trials of pediatric 
depression" (Emslie et aI., 2002, p. 1205). The primary measure of the study failed to show 
a signifi cant difference in response; all c1iem-rated and two clinician-rated scales showed 
no difference. Out of seven, three clinician-rated measures showed significant differences 
between the experimental drug and placebo. As a 9-week trial, the study did not assess 
longer-term outcomes. O nce alf<lin, no active placebo was used, seriously calling into ques
tion whether the investigators, either employees or consultants of the company whose 
drug was under investigation, cou ld, with so much at stake, reasonably remain objective. 

Nevertheless, the deed was done--two studies allegedly proving efficacy of Prozac for 
children and adolescents. Shortly after the second publication, the FDA granted legitima
cy to an already well-entrenched prescribing practice. The January 3,2003, edition of FDA 
Talk Paper prepared by the FDA Press Office announced FDA approval for Promc for pedi
arric use ro rreat depression (Food and Drug Administrdtion, 2003a). The report noted [hat 
srud ies have found side effects similar to those in adult trials. The paper also acknowledged 
that, arrer 19 weeks of treatment with tluoxetine, youths in one clinical trial gained an aver
age of l.l cm less in height (about 0.5 of an inch) and about I kg less in weight (about 2 
lb.) compared to youths taking placebo. The FDA report added that, although long-term 
effects on growdl are not known, lilly had agreed ro conduct a Pha-;e IV postmarkcting 
study to evaluate this concern. Unfortunately, the track record for phannaceutical compa
nies' completion of Phase IV fo llow-up studies is dismal. For example, of 107 new drugs 
approved between January 1995 and the end of 1999, not one had been classified by the 
FDA as having completed Phase IV commitments (Sasich, Lurie, & Wolfe, 2()(x)). 

What difference does FDA approval make if child and adolescent antidepressant pre
scription is already a well -established and growing fact of life! FDA blessing allows the 
unfettered marketing of these drugs to those who may be concerned about the drug's impact 
in children's lives. Bestowing the governmental seal of approval quells real fears of parents, 
clinicians, and clients. It allows the maner of efficacy to be put finally to rest. In an em of 
evidence-based practice, it can now be said that indeed there is evidence, regardless of how 
slight, that at least th is particular compound works. This "fact" is now repeated in future 
research articles, mental health Web sites, promotional materials, workshops, classrooms, 
popular and professional books, ads, and more-media satumtion reinforces truth. 

For example, Brent and Birmaher (2002), in their mOSt recent review of adolescent 
depression, unequivocally state the case for SSRls for adolescent depression: "SSRIs are 
the most commonly used treatment for adolescent depression, because of the proven effi
cacy of fluo:<etine, citalopram, and paroxetine in placebo-controlled trials, with a 
response rate of approx imately 60% and a favorable side-effect profile" (p. 668). And this 
"truth" virtually halts inquiry into the actual soundness of the evidence that undergirds a 
massive child and adolescent pharmaco-mental health industry. 
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In contrast, but not supported by multibillion dollar corpora te entit ies, psychotherapy 
for children and adolescents has a strong tradition of proven efficacy (Asarnow, Jaycox, 
& Tompson, 200 1; Curry, 2001; Lewinsohn & Clarke, 1999; Michael & Crowley, 2002; 
Mufson, Weissman, Moreau, & Garfinkle, 1999). Nevertheless, rhe poli tical and eco
nomic dout of medical psychiatry has allowed childhood psychopharmacology to take its 
place ;1[ [he head of the treatment table. 

STIM ULANTS AND KIDS: THE WRONG KINO OF ATTENTION 

ADHD is arguably the most controversial topic in recent mental health history because 
the ADHDdiagnosis is nO[ defined by a biological marker (Leo & Cohen, 2003); it is quite 
subjecti ve, and is not easily distinguished from the everyday behavior of children (i.e., the 
diagnosis lacks reliability and va lidity [Duncan, Miller, & Sparks, 2004]); despite the 
gu idelines of diagnostic prevalence of 3%-5% established by the 1998 Nationallnscitute 
of Health (NIH) consensus p:mel, diagnl)$tic rates are as high as an astounding 33% in 
some locations (LeFever, A rcana, & Anronuccio, in press); and despite the lack of cvi· 
dence for long-term safety and effectiveness, stimulant medication m~atment for ADHD 
has increased signifi cantly in the 1990s (Zito et aI., 2003). 

Without consideration of design tlaws, stimulants, pri marily Ritalin, have unequ ivo
cally established their efficacy over placebo in small, short- term, randomized cli nical tti
;Jls o n n;Jrrowly defined ADHD symptums (not on social or academic measures). To 
address the cri ticism chat short-term efficacy studies do not address the more importan t 
issue of effectiveness--or the success of stimulants on a wider range of outcome measures 
in real settings over a longer period of time-the Multimodal Treatment Study of 
Children with ADHD (MTA Cooperat ive G roup, 1999) was conductcd. It compared 
four tre::llments fo r ADHD: behavioral treatment (BT), medication management (MM), 
combined BT and MM, and a community comparison trealment comro! group. The 
MTA already has been toured, in both popular and profeSSional publications, as prov ing 
that stimulants arc more effective than behavioral intervention. Similar to the Emslie 
stud ies, and given the impact of the study on presc ription practices, it is important to 

scratch a litt le below the surface to undersland its conclusions. 
Firsr, on . he positive side, the mo~r. unique e lement of the study is its large s;Jmple. 

Previous studies of ADHD treatmen t have generally been small, with 1 to 20 participants 
in each condition. With 144 panicipanLS in each group, the MTA was far superior in 
numbers alone. TIle MTA also surpassed its predecessors because il evalu;Jled treatment 
for 14 months instead of the customary 12- 16 weeks. Another impressive aspect is the 
comprehensive n:Hure of the assessments conducred. Rather than the simple clinician
rated outcome measures that characterize most studies, the MTA selected a total of 19 
measures from mu ltiple sources (parents, te;lChers, child, peers, obj(>(:t ive tests, and obser
vations) in mult iple domains of functioning (ADHD symptoms, peer, and parent-ch ild 
relationships, c1;Jssroom behavior, and academic achievement). 

Before looking at the spec ific problems with the MTA, C()nsider the results collect
ed at the 14-month endpoint, as sum marized by Pelham (1999), o ne of the princi pal 
invesrig;Jtors: 

• All four groups 5howcd drarnatic improvement. 

·MM was superior to BT on parent and teacher ratings of inattention, and on teacher rat· 
ing5 of hypcrm;tiviry, but nOt on any of [he other 16 measures. l 
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• Combined treatment and MM did not differ on any dependent measure; combined treat
IIlCIll was beuer LI mn BT on parent and u:adlCT ratings of inattent ion, ami on parent rdt

iogs ofhypcraClillity and opposit ional behavior, and reading achievcmeill . 

• Both MM and combined treatments were su!X!rior to community trc::Jtments on parent 
and teacher symptom ratings and on tcacher-r.1tcd social skills, whereas BT was equiva
lent to community treatments; the two conditions with BT were superior to community 
[rcarmenr on parcnt-child relationships. (p. 982) 

Let's examine these resu lts in liglll of the usual design flaws of drug studies. First, as 
Breggin (20aOh) articulates, rhe study was not placebo controlled or double blinded. 
The MTA not only lacked a pill placebo control group, but a lso telied only on eva lu
ations made by teachers and pa rentS who were not bli nded to the treatment condi
tions. Adding emphasis to this cri t icism, Bteggin suggests, is the fact that the only 
double blind measure (blinded classroom raters) found no diffe rence among any of the 
treatment grou ps. 

Next, consider the issue of client versus other ratings. Neither the participants them
selves (the 7-9-year-old children) nor thei r peets rated the children as more improved 
when using medication than when using behaviora l or community alternatives. 
Breggin suggests that the negative findings from the blinded classroom obo.ervers, the 
children themselves, and their peers indicate that stimulant drugs offer no advantages 
over nonmedication alternatives (2000b). 

Finally, recall that the time of measurement is a crucial factor to consider. Here is 
the key flaw of this ~tudy: Assessment occurred at the 14-molllh endpoint while sub
jects were actively medicated, but after the fading of therapy. Endpoint measures were 
taken 4 to 6 months after the last, face-to-face, therapeutic contact! Thus, the end
poilll MTA treatment comparison was for active MM treatment versus withdrawn BT. 
The study's sligh t drug-fa voring results were a foregone conclusion based on the very 
way it was designed (Pelham, 1999). 

G iven that the results reflect medication versus withdrawn therapy, the lack of differ
ence on [6 of [9 measures (when MM was compared with BT) and on 19 of 19 measures 
(when communi ty treatment of mostly medicHted children was compared with BT) is 
even more relling. Also impressive, given the withdrawal, is rha t 75% of the children in 
the BT condition were maintained without medication for 14 months, incl uding one half 
of those who were medicated at study entry (Pe lham, 1999). 

Two papers addressing the 24-month , fo llow- up data are under review (W. Pelham, 
personal communication, April 21, 2003). They show that the group differences are 
even smaller because the MM and combined groups have lost much of their effect, 
while the BT and com muni ty groups have retained their gains. Further, at 24 months, 
the majority of parents in the 8T group thoughT rheir youths were doing well enough 
that they did not medicate them even after the study had ended (W. Pelham, person
al communication, April 2t , 2003) . 

Moreover, the MTA reported that parents significantly preferred the behavioml and 
combined treatments over medication alone. Even when a preference for medication 
exists, most parents desire not to medicate their children for the long-term since most 
ADHD individuals stop taking stimulant medication during late childhood or adolescence 
(Pelham, 1999). This makes nomw .. x1ical intervention particularly important because 
effects o( st imu lant medication, though beneficial in the shon term, do nOt last beyond 
medication termination. This is, of course, why the endpoint measure in the MTA was of 
acti ve med ication and withdrawn BT and not vice versa. 
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Perhaps paren tal concern about long-term stimu lant use is most fueled by adverse drug 
reactions (AD Rs). In the MTA, an alarming 64% of the children were reported 1O have 
some ADRs; II % of the AORs were ra ted as moder'dte, and 3% as severe, with the latter 
category representing largely "depression, wOfT)'ing, and irritability." In h is review of [he 
stimulallt medication rescarch, Breggin (l998) reports that these troubling reactions to 
st imulant medications arc common across clinical trials. 

Finally, emphasizing the importance of paremal preference, consider the recent reve
lation made by Olle of the principal investigators of the MTA, psychiatrist Peter Jensen. 
Jensen has been traveling the globe cxtolli ng the virtues of stimulants over behavioral 
interventions. With an audience at a recent APA meeting, Jensen shared th at his son is 
diagnosed with ADHD, and That he and Mrs. Jensen opTed for behavioral treatment 
instead of med ication (O'Connor, 2001). 

T h e MTA, as well as all t he available ev idence regarding stimulants, say n othing 
th at indicates that medication should he privi leged over any other optio n , especially 
as guided by client preferences. Moreowr, and more troubling, the overuse of stimu
lants is a stopgap measure that locates the problem exclusively in the ch ild (LeFever 
e[ al., in press); it (;Teates an "attention defici t" in professionals to respond ing more 
creativel y to behav io rally Jemanding children and Their less-than-perfect learning 
contex ts. Menta l heal th professionals need to challenge business as usual and encour
age a broader discussion of the socioeconomic and cultural issues affecting ch ildren 
an d their success in the schoo ls. 

On buluncc, given the less than overwhelming empi rical support and apparent med
ical risks, as well as the nebulousness of rhe ADHD diagnosis itself (Leo, 2002), the judi
cious use of stimulants seems warranted. LeFever and associates (in press) make the 
followi ng (edited) recommendations: 

I. Before any treatmenr, a suspected case of ADHD requires a thorough evaluation 
that est!1blishes that the symptolllS cannot be bener explained by m her factors. 
and are inconsistent ",ith dc\"dnpmentallcvel. 

2. ]r a child receives a diagnosis of ADHD during lhe preschool yeaT$. stimulants 
should be avoided because many problems are resolved by the first or second grade. 

3. Behavior.11 imervClllions oughl !O be tried (irsl hc(;tuSC of their compal"llble effica
cy and lower medica! risks rhan drug treatment. 

4. If the child has nor responded ac:le;:luatc!y after 6 momh ... of therapy, then d rug 
treatment ma)' be considered. 

5. Psychotropic medications sholiid nO( be combined until data from controlled stud
ies support the ;afelY and c(ficacy Ilf lhe cllmbmation in children. (I' _ 12) 

DE-STIGMATIZATION AND TREATING THE UNTREATED 

Putting aside the underwhelming efficacy of both stimulants and antidepressants, Walkup 
(2003) also argues that dc-stigmatization has freed caretakers to usc medical means to 
address ch ildren's psychological needs. De-stigmatization wou ld be a good thing, but we 
find the logic that mental il1ness is nor stigmatiting a bit hard to swa llow. Breggin (2CXJOa) 
states it weI!: 

Nothing is more stigmatizing than curying the label of "mcnl<ll illness" for the rL"St of your 
life. It is especially unfair and demom!bng to [ell children that [hey suffer from '"bruin dis· 
eases." "biochemical imbllbnces" or "crossed wires" ",hen thc~' simply don't. (I'. 27) 
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How benign is a psychiatric label when it means a child must take medicine and muSt 

rely on experts rather than on his or her own resources to solve problems? How harmless 
i~ it when a diagnosis means a child can forget pursuing a job or career in the armed 
forces, or may be ineligible to run for political office in the future? Instead, we concur 
with Bn:ggin that psychiatric diagnosis and its sidekick, medication, create stigma. We 
prefer to understand children's problems from almost any other frame- lack of mamriry, 
individual temperament, life Trauma, or difficulties with relationships-situations that 
arc amenable to time or to rhe effort of rhe child guided by those closest to him or her. 
We also prefer to take into consideration the impact of social conditions beyond the 
ch ild, fami ly, or school that inhibit the best efforts of all. What might be seen as a brain 
disease may, in fact, be better described as diseases of poverty, racism, or other forms of 
margina lizat ion. 

Walkup and others, often by omission, paint a relatively benign picture of the side 
effects of child psychiatric medications. One parent we know questioned the possible 
effects of Gcodon, an antipsychotic, combined with Zoloft (an antidepressant) for her 15-
year-old son . The prescribing psychiatrist respondL-d by suggesting that she not read the 
warnings on the drug insert because "it would just make you crazy." Whi le most profes
siona l organizations, including the NIMH, encourage parents to read and to be informed 
when considering medication for their child, we wonder how often adverse events get lost 
in the discourse of drug efficacy and benefit? 

In reality, the side effects of psychotropic medications for children warrant serious 
examinat ion. Primarily, the impact of earlier and longer chemical intervention on yet
developed brains represents a significant concern (Vitiello, 1998). There is evidence that 
the lise of neuroleptic and other psychotropic medications makes long-tenn, if nOt per
manent, changes in brain structure (Breggin & Cohen, 1999). Secondly, too many warn
ing signals point toward an increased risk of mania and suicide brought about by 
p~ychotropic medications, specifically the SSRls (e.g., sec Breggin, 2000a). Emslie failed 
to discuss the implications of the 6% dropout rate due [Q manic reactions in his 1997 ado
lescents and Pto.ac study. If extrJ.polatcd to the general popu lat.ion (flS arc the study's effi
cacy claims), for every 100,000 children on Prozac, 6,000 would likely experience th is 
serious adverse effect. 

Moreover, in a study of paroxetine hydrochloride (Keller et aI., 2001),21 out of 93 
(23%) Paxil-takers reported manic-like symptOms, including hOStility, emotional lability, 
and nervousness. (Ten in the Paxil group reported tremor, none in the placebo group.) In 
real practice, when these medications are taken for much longer periods of time than in 
cli nical trials, rates of serious adverse responses are likely to be even more pronounced. 
Nevertheless, both of the above mentioned studies proclaim the investigated drugs arc 
"well tolerated" and safe. Meanwhile, reports of children becoming either more violent 
or more depressed due to medications designed to produce the opposi te are abundant 
(e.g., see Brcggin, 2oooa; Breggin & Cohen, 1999; Fisher & Fisher, 1997)). 

Recently, the United Kingdom's Medicine and Healthcare Prooucts Reguhuory 
Agency (MHRA) stated that Seroxat (paroxetine, also called Paxil in the US) must not 
be prescribed for anyone under the age of 18 years (Boseley, 2003). Accord ing to the 
MHRA, clinical trials have failed to demonstrate the compound's efficacy for childhood 
and adolescent depression. More importantly, these trials indicate harmful outcomes as 
much as 3.2 times greater in the paroxetine brrouP compared to children and adolescents 
taking placebo, including increased agitation, aggression, self-hann, and suicidali ty. 
G laxo, the drug's manufacturer, denied covering up studies suggesting the drug might 
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cause damage to youths under 18 years old. Earlier in the year, The Guardian revealed that 
members of the first working group investigating the safety of SSRls held shares in Glaxo, 
leading to the group's eventual disband ing. 

N ine days la t.er, rhe FDA issued a similar warning. STating that it was reviewing reports 
of possible increased risks of su icide thinking and suicide attempts in children and ado
lescents being treated with Paxil, the FDA recommended that Pa1( i1 not be used by this 
age group (Food and Drug Ad min istration, June 19, 2003b). The FDA's announcement 
also noted that t.hree well-controlled trials in pediatric patiC:"nls with MOD failed to show 
that the drug was more effective than placebo. Once again, how does this sit with the fol
lowing claim made by the authors of one h ighly tamed trial: "[ Paxit] is generally well tol
erated and effective for major depression in adolescents" (Keller et a l., 2001, p. 762 ). The 
Keller and associates' study was fu nded by GlaxoSm ithKline.2 

The final argument Wa lk up and others make is that instead of questioni ng current 
prescription rates, we should in fact be asking if enough children are "receiving treat
mcnr." Fretting over design fl aws or even a fl,;w unpleasant side effects is missing the 
bigger picture. T his argument cites the Surgeon General's 200 1 Nat ional Act ion 
Agenda for Chi ldren's Mental Hea lth (NAACMH), claiming a virtual epidemic of 
child mental disorders. Accord ing to NAACMH , 1 in 10 children or adolescents in the 
US suffers from mental illness severe enough to impa ir their life fu nct ion ing. Sadly, th is 
initiative procla ims, only about one ha lf of these "receive necessary trea tment" (M icka, 
2001, p. 398). 

In light of these messages, pa rents and other caretakers are understandably anxious, 
nervously watching for tclhale signs that theiT child migh t be the next [Q succu mb. 
According to Walkup, the most relevant quest ion here is "not the increased usc per se, 
but what percentage of ch ildren and adolescents with pharmacologically responsive con
ditions arc actually getting medication treatment" (Walkup, 2003, p. 35) . In other words, 
if on ly half are being treated , and if evidence now indicates responsiveness for the largest 
categories of disorders, then current prescription rates for children should practically dou
ble. Instead of the 5 million pIllS ch ildren taking psychotropic med icaTions, there should 
be as many as 10 million or more "receiving treatment." 

MiSSing in the explanations offe red by Walkup and others, besides the questionable 
cffi cacy of these drugs, are several key questions. How do we know that so many chil
drcn are "sick"! Have these disorders been hidden from view in past generations, and 
only now are we able to locate, diagnose, and rrear them! If increases in childhood 
"menta l disorders" arc a more recent phenomenon, how might we make sense of th is! 
W hy arc poor children-those on Medicaid, in the foster care system, or in res idential 
settil)gs-more often diagnosed and medicated! What role do simple cultural differ
ences make when the ps)'chiarric establishment is comprised mostly of W hite, 
American men (ZitO, Safc r, dosRcis, & Riddle, 1998)? Finall y, instead of diagnosable 
illnesses, are we seei ng reasonable react ions to oppressive conditions by those most 
likely to be under the gaze of "the system"? If 50, should we be putting our time, ener
gy, and resources toward larger social agendas, rather than in to pills that subd ue and 
stigmatize the very victims of these conditions! 

One thing we do know. Pharmaceutica l marketing took on new life in thc 1990s, and , 
at rhe same time, so did a host of mental disorders. With the population "educated" to me 
symptoms of silent epidemics, the everyday business of living, with its diversi ty of tcmpera
ments and emotional cycles, became subject to "disordering." Who stands to gain the most 
from promoting a medical versus nonmedical Story for children in trouble!We believe that 
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an ethical path requires posi ng this question and those raised earlier to the scien tific and 
broader communi ties in ways that invite clarification of the true options available [Q chil
dren and theiT fa milies. 

ETH ICAL CONCLUSION: FIRST DO NO HARM 

With a ll th is largesse and publicity rain ing benevolently down, is it any wonder thfl [ 
people become hypnotically fixated on the brou haha about a "revolution" in pharma
ceu ticals and overlook the boring finc pri nt of the drug studies with theiT more nega
t ive implications? Is it any wonder that menta l hea lth professiona ls, who do not have 
the time to sift through the doublespeak, become beguiled into believing that privileg
ing drugs is a matter of scientific fact? And consequently, how many will know that in 
the Emslie studies Prozac on ly outperfonned placebo on a few clin ician-rated measures, 
or t he sleight of hand presentation of the integrity of the double blind; or the interest
ing design choice of withdrawing behavior therapy long before endpoint measurement 
in the MTA? 

The time has come ro take a long and critical look at [he rapid encroachment of drug 
money and drug marketing infl uence on those who have the least power to just say no
children . G iven that drugs are essentially foisted upon youths without their consent, and 
the efficacy and safety of drugs for youths has yet to be established, we consider the prac
tice of prescribing drugs TO youths as clearly the last resort, and in many cases, unethica l, 
unti l other options have been discussed. The problem is, in the current pharmaceutical
saturated climate, it becomes increasingly difficult to have other options. The tale of 
drugs' magical {Xlwers to solve life's d ilemmas is so compell ing, so ubiquitous, there is lit
erally no room for anything else. When faced with the difficult decisions about how best 
to help, parents, child professionals, and significant caretakers, with all the best inten
tions, too easily go for the medicine cabinet. 

What is required is a shift, or, more likely, a reconnection with what parents and ther
apists know and have experienced over and over- that most people can and wiu devel
op solutions to even the most daunting dilemmas given suppon and enCOUr'dgcmCnt, that 
the impetus to health has many avenues and sometimes takes unorthodox routes, and 
that change will and docs occur naturally and univcrsll lly. At irs core is a fll ith in change 
and the human tendency to find a way even out of the heart of darkness. Children are no 
exception. We should not discount the abilities of children to rise to the occasion and to 

conquer diffic ult situat ions in their lives, particularly with rhe love and support of key 
adults. Nor shou ld we discount the accuracy of the youngest voices to [ell us what is work
ing or what might help. We can protect children, and we can allow them into the equa
tion, giving them a say in their lives (Duncan & Sparks, 2002). 

Most often , children trllst that adu lts know and do what is beSt for lhem. We must nOt 
betray this trust. We simply cannot be blase about accepting the increasingly automatic 
medical res{Xlnse, but must demand high quality, untainted science and accurate, bal
anced informat ion to inform critica l decisions by chi ld caretakers. Our eth ical pOSition is 
that families should make the decisions they believe will be most helpful for their 
youngest members. At the same time, we believe professionals are duty bound, by the 
ethics of our various professions, to ferret out the good science from the bad and to learn 
to criticall y analyze claims in Web sites, brochures, press releases, and scientific studies 
regardi ng medicat.ions for children. We recommend a vigorous critique of what has come 
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to be everyday understanding of what works for chi ldren and teenagers as they navigate 
sometimes difficult paths [0 adulthood. We are obligated (0 be purveyors of this informa
tion to th05e who must make rhe final choice, rhe families themselves. 

Finally, we believe therapists an: obl igated to not rake the easy road by abandoning 
tried and true counseling skills in favor of a "quick fix." Scing up-to-date on rhe laTest 
pediatric psychopharmacology at the expense of adding to or suengthening other prac
tices only bolsters medical dominance and diminishes the choices we can o ffer. When 
concerned parent.s appro."lch us, we should be ready and willing with a range of non med
ical strategies. We assert that herOic youths and heroic pa rents should have a full range 
of options for making this journey on their own terms. Only then can we claim thal we 
first do no harm. 

NOTES 

I. A lthough Pelh311l reports thllt MM was superior to BT on parent and teacher ratings of 
h~'pcra ctivity, the table on page 1082 in dle 1999 MTA paper $3Ys That according to Ihe teachers 
the students were bener off in terms of inattention our no! hyperactivity. This has been pointed 
our by authors not affiliated with the MTA study (Leo, ZOC)}, persona! communication), bur has 
never been clarified in print by any of Ihe MTA restarchers. 

Z. T he lead author of the study, Martin Keller, according to The Bown G!obc (Kong & Bass, 
1999). o:arned over une half million dullars in consult ing feo:s in 1998, mostly fTOm phannaceul ical 
companies whose drugs he touted in mt:dical journals. TIle story reported thaI neither Brown 
University, where Keller is a profesoor, nor Kdler [cport~-d tho:sc payments to the go\'o:rnment as 
required of gram ees under fedem! regulations deSigned [0 prevent rese~rch bias. 
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